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Managed funds are a popular way for investors to achieve their long-term investment 
goals. Managed by professional teams, they offer a wide selection of diversified 
investments to suit most investors’ needs.

What is a managed fund?
A managed fund pools multiple investors’ money into a fund 
which is professionally managed by specialist investment 
managers. Individual investors buy into the fund by purchasing 
units, or ‘shares’. By pooling funds together, investors can 
gain access to a wide range of investment opportunities not 
normally available to an individual investor.

How do managed funds work?
Managed funds invest in a variety of asset classes including 
shares (Australian and international), fixed interest, property 
and cash. Each investor purchases units in the fund. The value 
of these units is calculated daily and changes as the market 
value of the assets in the fund rises and falls.

Each managed fund has a specific investment objective which 
is usually based around different asset classes and investment 
management philosophy and is designed to deliver a desired 
risk/return outcome. For example, the investment objective 
of a fixed interest managed fund may be to provide income-
based returns which exceed the return available from cash 
(for example term deposits) over the medium term.

Advantages of investing in managed funds

Greater diversification
Simply put, diversification is spreading the money you 
wish to invest over a number of investments with different 
characteristics with the aim of reducing risk. Some investments 
perform better than others under different market conditions, 
and rarely do all asset classes, companies, sectors or countries 
reach their highs and lows simultaneously.

There are a number of ways to achieve diversification, for 
example by:

 • investing across different asset classes, such as cash, 
fixed interest and shares

 • diversifying within asset classes, such as by company size, 
sector and geography

 • investing with more than one fund manager.

The nature of diversification may depend on a number of 
factors, such as how long you want to invest, how comfortable 
you are with risk and how much money you have to invest.

Managed funds allow you to access a diversified investment 
portfolio at a fraction of the usual cost. This is because members’ 
investments are pooled together and then invested by the fund 
manager, so benefitting from the economies of scale.

For example, $1,000 can provide you with exposure to around 
50 company shares in an Australian equities managed fund, 
which would not be viable to achieve directly. This is because 
you would be limited to companies whose share price was (on 
average) under $20, and it may cost around $2,500 in brokerage 
fees alone to buy and sell 50 different company shares.

Your money is managed by experts
The qualified investment specialists who manage your money 
have access to information and research not readily available 
to individuals. They also have thorough investment processes 
in place to invest your money.

Regular investing and reinvesting is easy
You can choose to invest monthly or weekly amounts and 
transfer your payments on a day that suits you, for example 
the day you get paid.

Platforms (including master 
trusts and wrap accounts)
Platforms are an administrative structure which enable you 
to invest in a broad range of investments such as managed 
funds, direct shares, cash, term deposits and insurance 
products. The service centralises all your transactions and 
reporting, making it simple and easy for your adviser to keep 
track of all your investments.



The value of compound interest
Reinvesting the distributions you receive from your managed fund is simple and effective because it gives you the potential 
to ‘compound’ your investment returns. Compounding is basically reinvesting dividends into the principal investment amount, 
so future interest payments are a percentage of a growing amount.

The charts below illustrate how compounding through re-investment can grow your earnings over a period of 10 years, 
assuming 8% annual interest payment on an initial investment of $10,000.
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‘The longer you reinvest, the more effective this strategy becomes.’

Types of managed funds
Funds are generally defined by the asset classes and/or sectors that they invest in and the risk profile of these investments. 
Here are some common types of managed funds.

Multi-manager funds
These are sometimes referred to as a ‘fund of funds’. 
Rather than investing directly in assets, the fund invests in 
a selection of other managed funds. These funds are usually 
managed by a number of different fund managers.

income funds
These funds focus on generating an income stream with a low 
chance of losing capital ie the initial amount you invested. 
These are sometimes called ‘defensive’ funds and are usually 
heavily weighted in cash and fixed interest type investments.

Growth funds
These funds focus on capital growth rather than income and 
are generally suited to investors who have longer investment 
horizons. They tend to be weighted towards property shares, 
Australian shares, international shares or a combination 
of these.

Single sector funds
Single sector funds invest in just one asset class – for 
example cash, fixed interest, property, Australian shares 
or international shares. Some single sector funds also 
specialise within an asset class, for example Australian 
small companies, global resources or emerging markets.

diversified funds (also known 
as multi-sector funds)
As the name suggests, these funds tend to diversify across a 
number of asset classes. Different diversified funds will have 
different levels of risk, so it’s important to look at the asset 
allocation before deciding to invest.

index funds (also known as passive funds)
These funds aim to achieve performance returns broadly in 
line with a selected market index, for example the ASX 100. 
The fund manager makes no judgements about companies or 
future market movements; they only seek to accurately reflect 
the index they are tracking.



Gain income, growth or both
The returns you get from a managed fund usually come in 
two forms:

1 income (including realised capital gains) – paid to you 
as a ‘distribution’, and

2 capital growth – where the value of your investment (the unit 
price) grows over time. The value of your investments can 
also fall depending on how the fund is performing.

Funds which offer the potential for capital growth are usually 
more risky and have longer recommended time horizons than 
those which only offer income.

Exposure to a wide range of investments
You can easily gain access to a wide range of investments that 
otherwise would prove difficult or unachievable. For example 
you can invest in shares in emerging economies such as Brazil, 
India and China. You can focus on niche sectors, such as 
agricultural companies, or invest in funds that are specifically 
designed to provide an income stream.

The value of your investment
When you invest, you are allocated a number of units in each 
fund you have selected. Each of these units represents an 
equal part of the market value of the portfolio of investments 
that the fund holds. As a result, each unit has a dollar value, 
or ‘unit price’.

This unit price is calculated by taking the total market value 
of all of a fund’s assets on a particular day, adjusting for any 
liabilities, and then dividing the net fund value by the total 
number of units held by all investors on that day. Although 
the number of units you hold will stay constant (unless there 
is a transaction on your account), the unit price will move 
up or down according to changes in the market value of the 
investment portfolio.

Investment style
An ‘investment style’ can be described as the way a fund 
manager decides how to invest the fund’s money and usually, 
which companies to invest in. Most fund managers are 
committed to a particular style. An investment style provides 
a set of disciplines which dictate the selection process when 
investing in companies, and allows this process to be refined 
and repeatable.

There are many different investment styles, but the three main 
styles when investing in equities are growth, value and core.

1 Growth
Growth managers focus on companies that have the capacity 
to grow their earnings over time, have strong balance sheets 
and a manageable level of debt. A successful Growth manager 
predicts which companies have the potential for growth, and 
avoids the ones with limited opportunity.

2 value
Value managers focus less on earnings and more on a 
company’s share price. They specialise in picking out-of-favour 
companies that they believe to be undervalued by the market. 
The process uses a combination of statistical measures 
and qualified judgement to identify mis-priced opportunities. 
The view is that the company’s true worth will eventually be 
recognised by the market, resulting in share price growth.

3 Core
Core, or ‘style neutral’, managers seek to exploit the differences 
between market price and investment value, but do not follow 
a particular style. This means their stockholdings will typically 
include companies with both growth and value characteristics.

How much does it cost to invest?
The fees fund managers charge are used to cover the costs 
they incur when investing and managing your money. To get an 
understanding of the different types of fees you should read the 
relevant section of the fund’s Product Disclosure Statement. Your 
financial adviser can also help you understand the fees involved.

The value of financial advice
Financial advice isn’t just about choosing investments. 
It involves looking at all your financial options to achieve your 
short, medium and long term goals. Your financial adviser can 
help decide which managed fund is right for you depending 
on how much money you have to invest, your risk profile and 
longer-term goals.

Want more information?

Please speak with your financial adviser or visit our website at colonialfirststate.com.au. 
Alternatively you can contact us on 13 13 36.

Investments in any of the Colonial First State managed investment funds are offered by Colonial First State Investments Limited ABN 98 002 348 352 AFSL 232468. Anyone wishing 
to invest in a fund must obtain a copy of the relevant PDS and complete the application form in it. This is general advice only and does not take into account your individual financial 
circumstances or investment objectives. You should assess whether the information is appropriate for you and consider talking to a financial adviser before making an investment 
decision. Investment products are subject to investment risk including the loss of income and capital invested. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. The 
responsible entity, Colonial First State Investments Limited, receives fees. 19127/FS5312/0313


